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What is an annuity?*How safe are annuities?*How to request a sample annuity policy before you
buy.*What does an annuity application look like?*What is the process of buying an annuity?
*Interest rate crediting methods most agents don't know about or understand.*This single
question to ask an agent will reveal his/her annuity competence.You will want to listen and watch
closely to see how this question is answered.
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APPLICATION PROCESSABOUT THE AUTHORDEFINITIONSWhat is an annuity? The word
annuity is Latin.But breaking the word down to its Dictionary definition, it becomes a little easier
to understand.Annu means annual ~ it means stipend ~ annual stipend or annual income.Life
insurance companies are exclusively allowed to use the word guarantee, so only Life insurance
companies issue Insurance fixed annuity contracts. .There are many different ways to receive
the definition of the word annuity, annual income. Only an annuity can provide a guaranteed
income that can last as long as you live. And Insurance companies use the very weighty word
guaranteed.Annuities are not a life insurance policy, not a health insurance policy, not a savings
account, not a certificate of deposit, they are not a security, nor a bond. Since the word annuity
means annual income and not lump sum free withdrawal, an annuity should be purchased to
reach long term financial goals only.Your annuity cash value in your contract are the premiums
you have paid plus interest credited. The insurance company calculates the cash value to
determine the amount of income and benefits that you can choose to receive from an annuity
contract.The deferred annuity is an interest rate vehicle and has two parts or periods. During the
accumulation period the amount of interest your annuity accumulates, the premium you put it
into the annuity, less any charges, earns interest.The interest earnings compound as long as you
leave them in the annuity during a deferral period.You defer income for a specified amount of
time. Instead of turning the annuity into an income, also known as annuitizing, you can simply
defer for a period of years, then start withdrawing interest only or you can specify the dollar
amount. For example an initial premium of $100,000 can earn compound interest for 10 years,
possibly growing to $160,000, then choose to receive systematic withdrawals of say $500 per
month.The second period, called the payout period, the company pays a guaranteed income to
you or someone you choose. Since the word annuity means annual income, the word annuitize
means to turn it into a guaranteed income. Very few contracts are annuitized. Annuitized
annuities are primarily used for pensions or to provide a Pension income to
beneficiaries.Designating your annuity to annuitize at your death for beneficiaries is a unique
way to control from the grave how your dollars are paid out after death. Some companies have a
special form for this, called a restricted beneficiary payout form. The restricted beneficiary
payout form can be used for a special needs child, financially irresponsible children or to provide
a guaranteed income that cannot be outlived. This is especially beneficial for today's younger
generation since the age of Social Security income maybe substantially higher decades in the
future.I have had several clients complete the restricted beneficiary payout form for a multitude
of reasons. You can even control when they receive the annual income, example you can
designate they receive an income monthly, or once per year on their birthday or even on your



birthday. Even if your children are 50 years old at the time of your death, the protection is for your
beneficiaries. Most people take an income out as a systematic withdrawal of principal and
interest or a specific dollar amount.When you put money into a bank it is called a deposit. The
word deposit means loan, so you are loaning your money to the bank. Speaking of banks, you
can have your payouts deposited directly into your bank.When you put money into an annuity it
is called premium. The word premium means insurance. You are not loaning your money to the
insurance company, you are insuring your money.A single premium annuity policy means you
pay the insurance company one payment and the policy does not allow additional premiums
later. Single premium annuities are primarily fixed rate annuities and some annuities issued at an
advanced age. A single premium annuity example is a multi-year guaranteed rate; i.e. 3%
guaranteed for five years. Since interest rates can be volatile and change, the insurance
company allows for only one premium into a multiyear guaranteed annuity.Another kind of
premium is called a flexible premium annuity contract. Within limits allowed by the company, you
can pay as much premium as you want, whenever you want. Flexible premium annuities are
especially beneficial in the long-term, for example, after the surrender charge period. Most
annuities issued have a 10 year declining surrender charge. In the 11th year and beyond your
flexible premium annuity is now 100% liquid 365 days a year for the rest of your life.An example
of how this can be a major benefit. Let's say you've bought a flexible premium fixed annuity at
age 65 during a low interest rate environment. At age 76 your annuity is 100% liquid. That means
you can take money out and put money back in. Most annuities have a minimum amount to keep
the policy in force, usually $2,000 or $5,000. Let's say your initial premium was $100,000 ten
years ago. Your annuity has accumulated $60,000 in interest bringing your total accumulated
cash value to $160,000. You can now transfer all but $5,000 of your accumulative cash value to
another vehicle earning possibly more interest for say one year. However, a year later your
annuity is paying more interest and you decide to bring all your money back to this annuity. Back
and forth in and out it's always flexible for the rest of your life and in most cases the insurance
company will not renew the surrender charges.When buying a flexible premium annuity, look for
contracts that allow additional premiums deposited into the existing contract that will maintain
the surrender charge schedule set forth at policy issue date. In other words not a new set of
surrender charges for each additional premium. This strategy works best with qualified money.
Qualified means an IRS approved retirement account, like an IRA.Benefits of flexible premium
annuities are also in spousal continuance for married couples. As an example, a 70 year old
male purchases a fixed annuity with a 10 year surrender charge. Five years into the contract the
husband passes away. The surrender charges are waived at death, his spouse can choose to
continue on with the policy with no surrender charges. The word flexible allows the spouse to
add to the annuity or take money away from the annuity at any time for the rest of her life. In other
words, it becomes a fully liquid guaranteed annuity for the rest of her life.DEFERRED OR
IMMEDIATE ANNUITIES?Since the word annuity means annual income, and an immediate
annuity means income now. You can buy a single premium immediate annuity and wait up to one



year before guaranteed income starts.Single Premium Immediate Annuities also known as a
SPIA are primarily used for pensions. For example, a large US corporation has a pension fund
for employees until the employee retires. When the employee retires and decides to receive a
pension the funds are transferred out of the pension fund in to an insurance company to provide
a lifetime pension. Single premium immediate annuities are also used by individuals as a
personal guaranteed pension.A Deferred annuity simply means income later. Deferred annuities
have existed long before we had a tax code, although non-qualified annuities are tax deferred, a
lot of people confuse the word deferred with tax deferred. The original definition of the word
deferred just means income later. Deferred annuities have an accumulation period which is the
time between when you start paying premiums and when income payments start.
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Barbara L, “Finally! Someone Explains Annuity. Excellent! Well done. Perfect for someone like
me who avoids financial knowledge even though having an advanced understanding of this
subject is a necessity for successful living. I found myself taking notes; this is a positive sign that
the information was interesting, easy-to-read, easy-to-understand and easy-to-apply. I would re
name the book Everything You Need to Know about Annuity because the book was detailed and
written for someone who doesn't know very much about this subject as well as someone knows
a lot but needs a desk reference. The book covers the basics and includes advance information.
The advance information was easy to understand because the basic foundation information had
been presented. I loved the definition section best. The definitions were easy to understand. I
didn't feel overwhelmed or confused. The book is short but filled with useful information. I will
definitely keep this as a reference. I recommend this book to all adults. All of us need to know
and understand the information it explains.”

R. Luke, “Thorough and informative. I have been looking to diversify my long term investments
and was interested in learning more about annuities. I found the book to through and detailed,
starting with the basics to more advanced investment information. The author clearly laid out the
concepts in an easy to follow manner.I was especially interested in learning how safe fixed
annuities are, which was covered in detail by the author. Types of annuities were presented, as
well real-life examples of investors he has worked with to illustrate the concept. I recommend
this as a thorough resource on investing with annuities.”

Jeff, “Great source book for retirement planning!. Looking for a thorough, detailed explanation of
annuities? This is the book for you. Mr. McLeod explains the many variables of using annuities
to secure your financial future concisely and clearly. This book is a short, dense read, packed
with information. Along the way McLeod leaves many nuggets regarding things to beware of and
explains details that matter to how you set up your annuity. This book should serve as a great
reference for your retirement planning library. Mr. McLeod demonstrates a deep understanding
of the subject and presents it extremely well.  Highly recommended.”

WW2 reader, “Finally I understand!. For ages I have been financially 'ignorant'. Not because I did
not want to or did not try to understand, but simply because I felt it went way above my head.
Now, FINALLY, someone explained annuity in a very simple way, so that even I can benefit from
this knowledge! Kudos to the author for not using too much jargon and if he does, by giving a
clear explanantion of it!”

Love Reading, “Annuity Retirement Planning a Great Guide.. I have just started planning for my
retirement and this book was a God send. It explains in simple terms with examples exactly what
an annuity is. How safe it is, what to look for and what questions to ask.The book starts with easy



to understand definitions that I found essential. From there the information was easy to follow
and detailed enough for both a beginner and a more experienced person. The book was well
written in an easy style and has helped me unravel the mystery that is the annuity.”

Carl Nagel, “Great book. Am a newly licensed insurance agent and this book went into a lot of
detail that is helping my understanding of annuities.”

E.V.E., “Useful basic information. The author explains what an annuity is, the advantage that this
might have over a saving account, taking into consideration that its initial premium can earn
compound interest during the accumulation phase. Furthermore, he goes over the different
types of annuities that your insurance company can set up according to your specific needs, He
talks about the surrender charges that are applied or penalties that you could incur in case you
terminate the annuity.He gives you examples that make you understand the points that he is
trying to clarify. He covers the application process and gives you an annuity sample contract
that you have to have for filling out and complete the paperwork. He includes a definition of the
different terms that are used in each line.This book is short and covers the useful basic
information for those who are planning to make the appropriate contribution with a substantial
lump sum which might allow them to receive their expected monthly income to be a reliable
means of securing a steady cash flow during their retirement years and to alleviate fears of
longevity risk.The author gives you links to his websites where he has information videos that
could further your understanding, or you could get index annuity brochures and income
quotes.This book could be helpful for those who are retired or about to retire and they want to
guarantee their income and ensure that their assets will outlive them.”

The book by Tom Flanagan has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 10 people have provided feedback.
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